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Summary 
An updated procedure has been developed for 

characterizing an alloy and predicting cyclic life by using 
the total-strain-range version of strainrange partitioning 
(TS-SRP). The principal feature of this update is a new 
procedure for determining the intercept of time- 
dependent elastic-strain-range-versuscyclic-life lines. 
The procedure is based on an established relation 
between failure and the cyclic stress-strain response of an 
alloy. The stress-strain response is characterized by 
empirical equations presented in this report. These 
eq~ations were determined with the aid of a cyclic 
constitutive model. The procedures presented herein 
reduce the testing required to characterize an alloy. 
Failure testing is done only in the high-strain, low-life 
regime; cyclic stress-strain response is determined from 
tests conducted in both the high- and low-strain regimes. 
These tests are carried out to stability of the stress-strain 
hysteresis loop but not to failure. Thus both the time and 
costs required to characterize an alloy are greatly 
reduced. This approach was evaluated and verified for 
two nickel-base superalloys, AF2-IDA an 1 Inconel I IS. 
The analyst can now predict cyclic life in the low-strain, 
long-life regime without having to conduct expensive 
failure tests in this regime or resort to questionable larger 
extrapolations. 

Introduction 

A total-strain-range version of strainrange partitioning 
(TS-SRP) has been introduced by Halford and Saltsman 
(ref. I). This development, following the pioneering work 
of Manson and Zab (ref. 2), extends the capabilities of 
SRP into the low-strain, long-life regime, where the 
inelastic strains are small and difficult to determine by 
either experimental or analytical methods. In using the 
total-strain-range approach an alloy is characterized in 
much the same manner as for the original inelastic-strain- 
range version of SRP. Additional tests performed at thc 
lower strain ranges would, of course, reduce extrap- 
olation errors. However, since failure testing at the lower 
strain ranges is lengthy and expensive, it would be 
advantageous to find a way to characterize an alloy in the 
low-strain regime witn a minimum of such tests. This 
issue is addressed by the present research. 

TS-SRP requires the determination of the relation of 
the elastic strain range to life as well as the relation of the 
inelastic strain range to life. For cycles involving creep 
the elastic lines are influenced by hold time, wave shape, 
and how creep is introduced into the cycle (stress hold, 
strain hold, slow strain rate, etc.). Analysis shows that 
the elastic-strain-range-versus-life relations can be 
affected by flow response (i.e., the cyclic stress-strain- 
versus-hold-time response). Flow response can be 
determined by cycling a specimen until the stress-strain 
hysteresis loop approaches stability. These tests are much 
shorter and hence less expensive than failure tests. 

Flow response for any conceivable cycle could be 
determined by using an appropriate constitutive flow 
model, provided that the constants are known for a 
material of interest. However, reliable and fully 
evaluated constitutive flow models are not presently 
available, particularly in the low-strain regime. This 
difficulty could be overcome if suitable empirical 
equations characterizing flow behavior were available. 
This concept has been successfully used by Brinkman et 
al. (ref. 3) for modeling the behavior of 2.25Cr-1Mo 
steel. Our initial efforts (ref. 1) showed that a 
considerable amount of flow data would be required to 
determine the relation between flow and failure behavior 
and thus the desired empirical relations. The limited 
amount of data generally available from failure testing 
was inadequate, and additional flow testing was no 
longer feasible after the original testing was completed. 
In searching for a solution to this dilemma of seemingly 
insufficient information, we propose using a combina- 
tion of empiricism and constitutive theory. 

Walker's functional theory (ref. 4) is available, and the 
computer program (ref. 5) for this theory has been 
recently made more efficient a, ,er friendly. Although 
the Walker theory has been used herein, numerous other 
constitutive models developed over the past few years 
could be incorporated-such as the Robinson model 
(ref. 6). The Walker model was used to identify general 
trends in flow behavior, and we were able to develop 
empirical equations that describe these trends. These 
empirical equations make it easier to characterize the 
cyclic flow behavior of an alloy and to predict cyclic life 
in the low-strain, long-life regime at elevated temperature 
by using TS-SRP. To fully characterize the cyclic flow 
and failure of an alloy, failure testing is done in the high- 
strain, low-life regime according to the SRP guidelines of 



Hirschberg and Halford (ref. 7). Flow behavior is 
documentrd along with failure behavior. And as a 
minimum requirement only flow testing is needed in the 
low-strain, long-life regime. This procedure greatly 
reduces the time and cost of characterizing the creep- 
fatigue behavior of alloys. 

This report presents an updated procedure for 
characterizing an alloy and predicting cyclic life by using 
TS-SRP. The principal feature of this update is the 
method for determining the intercept of the time- 
dependent elastic-strain-range-versuscyclic-life line. The 
procedure is based on an established relation between 
failure and the cyclic stress-strain response of an alloy. 
The stress-arain response is characterized by the 
empirical equations presented in this report. 

Symbols 

A general constant in empirical flow equations 

A' general constant in empirical flow equations 
intercept of elastic-strain-range-versus-life 
relations 

power of cyclic life for elastic-strain-range-vers~s- 
life relations 

intercept of inelastic-strain-range-versus-life 
relations 

intercept of equivalent inelastic line for combined 
creep-fatigue cycles 

power of cyclic life for inelastic-strain-range- 
versus-life relations 

strain fraction 
cyclic strain-hardening coefficient 
general power of time in empirical flow equations 
applied cycles or number of data points in 
prediction 

cyclic strain-hardening exponent 
standard error of estimate 
hold time, sec 

cx power on total strain range in empirical flow 
equattons 

A range of variable 
c strain 
a stress 

Subscripts: 

c compression 

cc creep strain in tension, creep strain in 
compression 

cp creep strain in tcnsion, plastic strain in 
compression 

el elastic 
f failure 
in inelastic 

ij PP,CC,PC,CP 
obs observed 

pc plastic strain in tension, creep strain in 
compression 

pp plastic strain in tension, plastic strain in 
compression 

pre predicted 
t tension or total 

Analysis 

In the original version of TS-SRP (ref. 1) the time- 
dependent elastic line intercept (elastic strain range at 
Nf= 1) for cycles involving creep is obtained from an 
empirical equation with constants determined exclusively 
from failure data. 

New developments have led to procedures that reduce 
the amount of failure testing required to characterize an 
alloy and to determine the elastic line intercept for creep- 
fatigue cycles. Analysis shows that flow behavior can be 
related to failure behavior in the following manner: 

Failure behavior: 

where 

Flow behavior: 

Our limited experience (ref. 1) suggests that the 
inelastic and elastic failure lines for creep-fatigue cycles 
can be assumed to be parallel to the corresponding failure 
lines for PP cycles, as shown in figure 1. It then follows 
that n in equation 14) is constant (n = b/c) for all wave 
shapes, as shown In figure 2. However, Kij may well 
depend on how creep is introduced into the cycle (stress 
hold, strain hold, etc.). The timedependent behavior of 
the elastic line for creep-fatigue cycles is shown in figure 3. 
Setting equation (I) equal to equation (4) and eliminating 
Nf by using equation (2) ,  we obtain the following 
equation relating flow and failure characteristics: 



In this equation the inelastic line intercepts Cpp, Ccc, Cw, 
Ccp, and the exponent c are considered to be failure 
terms. The strain fractions Fij, the cyclic strain-hardening 
coefficient Kij, and the strain-hardening exponent n are 
considered to be flow terms. Thus the elastic line 
intercept B can be determined for a creep cycle from a 
combination of flow and failure data. Note :!\at the cyclic 
strain-hardening coefficient and strain fractions will, in 
general, depend on waveform. 

We are now in a position to establish a 'otal-strain- 
range-versus-life relation and thus to predict life by using 
the TS-SRP approach. The total strain range is the sum 
of the elastic and inelastic strain ranges: 

From equations (I)  and (2) we obtain 

A schematic plot of equation (7) is shown in figure 1. 
Note that the solution of this equation gives the cyclic life 
for a theoretical zero-mean-stress condition. The final 
step in a life prediction is to adjust the computed life to 
account for any mean stress effects that may be present. 
In this report the method of mean stress correction 
proposed by Halford and Nachtigall (ref. 8) is used. 

'There are three basic variations of the general method 
for predicting life by using the TS-SRP approach, 
depending on what type of information is, or can be 
made, available. 

Variant 1 

(1) Determine the SRP inelastic-strain-range-versus- 
life relations and the PP elastic-strain-range-versus-life 
relation from failure tests. As an alternative the ductility- 
normalized SRP (DN-SRP) life relations proposed by 
Halford and Saltsman (ref. 9) could be used, but they do 
require plastic and creep ductility information at the 
temperature and failure times of interest. 

(2) Calculate the cyclic strain-hardening coefficient Kg 
and the strain fractions Fij by using an appropriate 
constitutive flow model for which the material constants 
are known. If the DN-SRP life relations are used, the 
cyclic strain-hardening exponent n should be determined 
from tests and the slope of the PP elastic line calculated 
(b  = nc). 

(3) The elastic line intercept B can now be calculated 
by using equation ( 5 )  and the preceding information. 

(4) Determine the total-strain-range-versus-lifz curve 
for the case in question (fig. 1). Enter the curve at the 
appropriate total strain range and determine cyclic life 
for the theoretical zero-mean-stress condition. In this 
report we have used the inversion method of Manson and 
Muralidharan (ref. 10) to solve equation (7). This life is 

then adjusted to account for mean stress effects 
according to reference 8. 

Variant 2 

(1) Determine inelastic-strain-range-versus-life relations 
and the PP  elastic-strain-range-versus-life relation from 
failure tests. 

(2) Determine the elastic line intercept B by using the 
empirica! equation of Halford and Saltsman (ref. 1). The 
constants in this equation are determined from failure 
data. Failure tests should be performed at the lower 
strain ranges to reduce extrapolation errors. 

(3) Measure strain ranges (elastic and inelastic) and 
stresses from failure tests and extrapolate to lower strain 
ranges by using empirical equations. 

(4) Determine cyclic life by using step (4) of variant 1. 

Variant 3 

(1) Same as step (1) of variant 1. 
(2) Conduct flow tests for creep-fatigue cycles of 

interest and obtain from these data necessary empirical 
correlations describing the flow behavior. If failure data 
are lacking and the DN-SRP life relations are used, tests 
must be done to determine the strain-hardening exponent 
n for PP  cycles. The slope of the PP elastic line b can 
then be calculated (b = nc). 

(3) Calculate the elastic line intercey B by using 
equation (5). The strain-hardening coefficient Kij and the 
strain fractions Fij are determined from the correlations 
obtained in step (2). 

(4) Determine cyclic life by using step (4) of variant 1. 

Although variant 1 is the most general procedure, it is not 
a viable option at this time because reliable constitutive 
flow models in the low-strain regime are not available. 
Variant 2 was used in our original TS-SRP paper (ref. 1) 
and relies on failure data for the determination of the 
required equation constants. Variant 3, the subject of the 
present paper, represents a middle ground between 
variants 1 and 2. Inelastic-strain-range-versus-life 
relations based on failure are necessary for reliable life 
predictions, but preliminary life predictions can be made 
by using the DN-SRP life relations and information 
obtained from flow tests. 

Analysis Using Walker Model 

The Walker constitutive model was used to gene! .e 
the cyclic stress-strain or flow information needed to 
identify trends in the required SRP flow behavior. From 
this information we were able to obtain the required 
correlations, which are based on a simple power-law 
equation 



where y is the dependent variable representing several 
different variables, as discussed shortly, and r is the hold 
time per cycle. In this report t is the total hold time per 
cycle. Thus for CC cycles r is the sum of the hold times in 
both tension and compression. When dealing with CC 
cycles we have treated in the present paper only the case 
in which the cycles are balanced (i.e., PC or CP strain 
range components are negligibly small). 

Generally A is a function of total strain range, as 
shown in figure 4. From the limited data available (ref. 1) 
the family of lines shown in figure 4 can be taken as 
parallel. Thus the exponent on time m is independent of 
total strain range. It was found that the intercept A can 
be correlated with total strain range by another power 
law, as shown in figure 5. 

thus 

As a result we can now normalize the dependent variable 
y and collapse the family of lines shown in figure 3 to a 
single line, as shown schematically in figure 6. The values 
of A',  a, and m depend on the type of correlation and 
the mechanical properties of the alloy. Alloys with 
positive strain-rate-hardening characteristics soften 
under creep loading, and m will be negative for 
correlations when the dependent variable y is a stress or 
strain term. If an alloy hardens (i.e., negative strain rate 
hardening) under creep loading, m will be positive. 

Several empirical correlations are used herein. The first 
two are used to determine the coefficients B and C' in 
equation (7). The remainder are used to determine the 
mean stress for use in the mean stress correction 
procedure. 

Kij vs hold time 
Fij vs hold time I To determine B and C' 

AceI vs hold time 

a, vs hold time 

Note that each of these relations could be derived directly 
from a reliable, fully evaluated constitutive model were it 
available. Although the exact form of the relations would 
surely differ from that selected here, the trends would be 
similar. 

Each type of correlation is discussed in the following : 
sections. For a specific alloy these correlations depend on 
temperature, creep time, wave shape, and the msnner in 
which creep is introduced into the cycle (stress hold, 
strain hold, etc.). Only two specific ways of introducing 
creep into a cycle have had to be considered in this report 4 

since these are the only types of waveforms for which 
data are available: stress hold and strain hold. These 
cycles are shown in figure 7. 

Correlation Between Cyclic Strain-Hardening Coefficient 
and Hold Time 

As noted in the previous section, the elastic-strain- 
range-versus-inelastic-strain-range flow relation for 
cycles involving creep (eq. (4)) is taken to be parallel to 
the PP line as shown in figure 2. The cyclic strain- 
hardening coefficient Kij is shown as a function of hold 
time in figure 8. It is also dependent on temperature and 
wave shape: 

In this relation the constant A is not a function of total 
strain range. j 

Correlation Between Elastic Strain Range and Hold Time 

The general relation between elastic strain range and 
hold time is illustrated by the family of lines shown in i 
figure 9. This family of lines collapses to a single line if 1 
the elastic strain range is divided by the total strain range 
raised to a suitable power: 1 

i 

The constants in equation (12) can be determined from a L.4 
regression analysis of the data obtained from the flow T 
tests. A variation on this approach can be taken when t 

I 
insufficient data are available for a reliable curve fit to 
determine the values of A ' ,  a, and m in equation (12). 
This will grnerally be the case when analyzing existing 
sets of failure data. 

Substituting Ace, from equatior (4) into equation (12) 
yields 

Solving for Aci, gives 

where 



Note that quation (14) is approximate and is used only 
to initially estimate a; it should not be used to calculate 
the inelastic strain range. We have found in the present 
study that the lines are approximately linear and parallel 
as indicated schematically in figure 10. Thus a / n  can be 
estimated from a regression analysis by using quation 
(14). Since the value of the strain-hardening exponent n is 
usually known, the value of a can be estimated. Our 
experience indicates that PC and CP data can be 
combined for this type of correlation. This means that 
the value of a in quation (12) is the same for PC and CP 
cycles, provided that the creep strain is introduced into 
the cycle in the same manner (i.e., stress hold or strain 
hold). 

The utility of this alternative approach is that it 
provides an initial estimate of a for analyzing the limited 
amount of data usually available in most data sources. 
Thus, with a known, the value of A' and m in equation 
(12) can be easily determined from a regression analysis 
of the data. The value of a may then be modified to 
obtain a better fit of the data. This approach is 
demonstrated in a later section. 

Correlation Between Stnin Fraction and Hold Time 

The relation between strain fraction Fij and hold time 
depends on wave shape and how creep is introduced into 
the cycle (i.e, stress hold or strain hold). For strain-hold 
cycles 4, is influenced by total strain range as shown in 
figure 1 1. This relation can be reduced to a single line of 
the form of equation (10): 

Calculations using the Walker constitutive model show 
that for stress-hold cycles the relation between ej and 
hold time is not influenced by total strain range. Thus for 
stress-hold cycles 

The values of a and m in equations (16) and (17) may be 
positive or negative depending on the type of cycle and 
the mechanical properties of the alloy. 

Correlation Between S t m  a04 Hdd Time 

Stress range w s u s  hold time.-This correlation is not 
required for stress-hold cycles since for that special case 
the stress range is simply determined by multiplying the 

elastic-strain-range-versus-time correlation by Young's 
modulus. For strain-hold cycles, however, the power-law 
equation (eq. (10)) gives satisfactory results (fig. 12). The 
slope of this line may be positive or negative depending 
on the strain-rate-hardening characteristics of an alloy. 

Martnwn and minimum stress wsus hold time.-A 
second stress correlation is required to determine the 
mean stress. For PC cycles (either strain or stress hold) 
the following correlation is used: 

And 1-1 CP cycles (either stress or strain hold) 

The mean stress and hence the mean stress effect on life 
can now be calculated by using the procedure of Halford 
and Nachtigall (ref. 8). 

Evaluation of Method 

The TS-SRP approach (variant 3) as presented herein 
has been applied to two nickel-base alloys, AF2-1DA and 
inconel 718, by using literature data sources. These 
results featu~e fully reversed cycles with zero mean strain. 
Predictions made by the TS-SRP approach are compared 
with predictions made by using the inelastic-strain-range 
SRP approach. In the inelastic-strain-range approach 
strains, strain fractions, and mean stress are measured 
direcily from test results. In the TS-SRP approach these 
values, along with the elastic line intercept, are calculated 
by using the various correlations. 

Since separate flow tests were not conducted when the 
data on these two alloys were generated, we were unable 
to use fully the procedures of variant 3. Hence failure 
data were used to determine the empirical flow 
correlations. 

AFZ-IDA at 760 'C 

Three data sources (refs. 8, 1 1, and 12) were available 
for this alloy, and each used a different heat of the alloy. 
All of the results reported in reference 8 were generated 
from stress-hold tests; those reported in reference 11 
involved both stress- and strain-hold tests. Th? results 



reported in reference 12 involve strain-hold tests and low- 
rate-straincycle (LRSC) tests. We assumed that the 
fatigue characteristics of the LRSC (PP + CC) waveform 
are simila~ LO those of the balancedcycliccreep-rupture 
(BCCR) (PP + CC) waveform. 

The first step in characterizing this alloy is to determine 
the four inelastic-strain-range-versus-life relations and 
the elastic-strain-range-versus-life relation for P P  
cycling, as shown in figures 13 and 14, respectively. We 
can now determine the empirical flow correlationo for the 
PC, CP, and CC stress-hold cycles. The order in which 
this is done is not important, but we shall proceed in the 
same sequence as in the previous section. 

The cyclic-strain-hardeningcoefficient-versus-hold- 
time correlations were determined from equation (1 1). 
Individual values of Kij were calculated from equation (4) 
and the value of n (0.173) shown in figure 15. The results 
of the regression analyses of these data are shown in 
figure 16. The negative slope indicates that the alloy 
exhibited a small degree of cyclic strain rate softening. 

The elastic-strain-range-versus-hold-time correlations 
were determined from squation (12). The six PC, three 
CP, and three CC points available were considered to be 
inadequate for a reliable estimate of the constants in 
equation (12). Thus we used equation (14) to obtain an 
initial estimate of a. Because of the limitcd amount of 
data, this still may not be the best value of a. The 
inelastic-strain-range-versus-total-strain-rane data are 
shown in figure 17. Results to date indicate that the PC 
and CP data can be combined for this type of plot. 

For the exponent values from figure 17 and equation 
(14) the initial estimates of a were 0.62 for PC and CP 
cycles and 0.53 for CC cycles. Note that these values of a 
are only for the elastic-strain-range-versus-hold-time 
correlations. We found in our analysis that the goodness 
of fit as measured by the correlation coefficient generally 
increased to some maximum value ,with increasing a and 
then decreased as a continued to incr me .  The best values 
of a were thus found by trial and m o r  by using these 
values as initial estimates. For PC cycles the best value 
for a was 0.70, which is reasonably close to the initially 
estimated value (0.62). Since there were six PC data 
points and only three each for the CP and CC cycles, we 
assumed a= 0.70 for all types of cycles. The elastic- 
strain-range-versus-hold-time correlations could then be 
determined and are shown in figure 18. 

The strain-fraction-versus-hold-time correlations were 
obtained by using equation (17) and are shown in figure 
19. Note that for the stress-hold waveform the constant 
A' in equation (16) is not a function of total strain range. 

The stress-versus-hold-time correlztions are used to 
calculate the mean stress effects. They were obtained by 
using equations (18), (19), and (20) and are shown in 
figure 20. In this paper stress is in units of megapascals 
(MPa). As noted in the previous section a separate suess- 

range-versus-hold-time correlation is not needed for 
stress-hold cycles; it is daermined by multiplying the 
elastic strain range correlation by Young's modulus. 

We now had all of the equations necessary to predict 
cyclic life of stress-hold cycles for AF2-IDA at 760 'C by 
using the TS-SRP approach. The predictive ability of this 
approach was evaluated by comparing the results with 
predictions made with the inelastic-strain-range SRP 
approach. All of the data in reference 8 were used to 
determine these correlations. Thus by "predicting" these 
data, we obtained a measure of our ability to correlate 
the data. These "predictions" and those based on the 
inelastic-strain-range approach are shown in figure 21. 
The degree of fit is summarized in tables inset in the 
figures. These results are nearly identical as measured by 
the standard error of estimate (SE). 

The standard error of estimate used to quantify the 
accuracy of the predictions is given by the following 
equation: 

This equation can also be written in the following form: 

From this form it is apparent that the standard error of 
estimate is the root mean square of the ratio of observed 
life to predicted life. The advantage of determining the 
standard error of estimate in this manner is that its value 
is determined by the ratio of the lives. It is not affected by 
the actual values of the lives. Thus it is possible to directly 
compare results from the analyses of various data 
sources. 

Life predictions for the stress-hold tests reported in 
reference 11 and the LRSC tests reported in reference 12 
are shown in figure 22. The TS-SRP approach predicted 
the data in reference 11 even better than the inelastic- 
strain-range SRP approach. The reverse was true for the 
LRSC (solid symbols). The assumption that LRSC data 
can be predicted by using stress-hold correlations may 
not be accurate enough. Note that the stress-hold data 
and the LRSC data used here were obtained from two 
different heats of the alloy. Overall the predictions made 
with the TS-SRP approach were slightly better than those 
made with the inelastic-strain-range SRP approach as 
measured by the standard error of estimate. 



The correlations for strain-hold cycles were determined 
by using the appropriate data from reference 11. These 
correlations are shown in figures 23 to 27; life 
"predictions" for these data are shown in figure 28. The 
life predictions using the total- and inelastic-strain-range 
SRP approaches were quite similar except for the two PC 
points in figure 28(a). For these two points the calculated 
elastic strain range was greater than the total strain range. 
Obviously this could not be correct and was due to 
uncertainties in the correlations. To avoid this dilemma, 
the calculated elastic strain range was restricted to not 
exceed the known total strain range. 

Life predictions of the independent strain-hold data in 
reference I2 are shown in figure 29. The predictions 
based on the TS-SRP approach are comparable to those 
based on the inelastic-strain-range approach. 

Two data sources (refs. 11 and 13) were available for 
this alloy, and both featured the strain-hold waveform 
only. The data reported in reference 11 were obtained 
from specimens from bar stock, and the creep-fatigue 
data in reference 13 were obtained from three heats (heats 
1.2, and 6) of the alloy in plate form. Information on the 
heat treatment of heats 1, 2, and 6 is given in references 
13 and 14. The different processing histories can be 
expected to produce different mechanical properties. 

Heat 6 of reference 13, chosen as the reierence heat 
because of its completeness, was used to establish the life 
relatian and the flow correlations required for TS-SRP 
life predictions (figs. 30 to 37). Life "predictions" of 
these data are shown in figure 38 for both the totd- and 
original inelastic-strain-range versions of SRP. The 
predictions made by using the TS-SRP approach were 
slightly better as measured by the standard error of 
estimate. 

Life predicticqs for heats 1 and 2 of reference 13 are 
shown in figure 39. The predictions based on the TS-SRP 
approach were nearly identical to those based on the 
inelastic-strain-range approach as measured by the 
standard error of estimate. These predictions included six 
LRSC tests (indicated by the solid symbols). Previously 
for alloy AF2-IDA we assumed that this type of cycle 
could be predicted by using stress-hold flow corlelations. 
Herr we assumed that strain-hold correlations could be 
used. This was done because more appropriate 
correlations simply were not available. Our experience 
indicates that correlations for one type of waveform 
(stress hold, say) may be used to predict the lives of 
strain-hold cycles provided that the cycle types are the 
same (PC, CP, or CC). The accuracy of the predictions 
will suffer accordingly, but waveform effects should be 
less at the lower strain ranges. 

Life predictions for the data in reference 11 are shown 
in figure 40. Both methods overpredicted the data. 

Examination of the data shows that the flow behavior 
was similar to that of the reference heat, but it was less 
fatigue resistant. 

The results of these predictions for the two alloys were 
encouraging and strongly suggested that the mahod of 
determining the elastic line intercept B is sound. 
However, a more direct verification of equation (5) is 
highly desirable. Equation (5) was derived on the 
assumption that the inelastic- and elastic-strain-range 
failure lines for PC, CP, and CC cycles are parallel to the 
corresponding lines for PP cycles. This assumption 
implies that the strain-hardening exponent n in equation 
(4) is constant for all cycles. This value is determined 
from PP data or from rapidcycling flow tests. 

The validity of these assumptions and the ability of 
equation (5) to calcdate the elastic line intercept can be 
evaluated by comparing these "calculated" values 
against "observed" values determined from test data. 

The observed values of B were determined from the 
reported values of elastic strain range and the observed 
cyclic life. 

N O L ~  that the observed life is for the theoretical zero- 
mean-stress condition. The results of these calculations 
are shown in figure 41. The results were generally good 
and indicated that equation (5) is valid. The "factor of 
2" lines in figure 41 indicate the extent to which the 
elastic line intercept can vary when life is calculated on an 
elastic basis. 

Concluding Remarks 
An updated total-strain-range version of strainrange 

partitioning (TS-SRP) has been developed that makes it 
easier to characterize an alloy in the low-strain regime. 
This was accomplished by developing a set of empirical 
equations that characterize the constitutive behavior of 
an alloy. The constants in these equations can be 
determined from flow test results alone. Data from 
fai!(rre tests are not required. For a given alloy these 
equations are a function of temperature, wave shape 
(PC, CP, CC), and the method of introducing creep into 
a cycle (stress hold or strain hold, etc.). 

To fully characterize an alloy, failure tests are 
conducted In the high-strain-range regime, where test 
times and costs are reasonable. The data from these tests 
are used to determine the inelastic-strain-range-versus- 
life relations and the elastic-strain-range-versus-life 
relation for the pure fatigue case of PP cycling. Flow 
testing is then done in the low-strain regime, where 



frilun testing would be prohibitively expensive. These 
data are used to determine the constants in the empirical 
constitutive flow cquetions. 

The analyst now has sufficient information to predict 
the life of a cycle of interest. In our original total-strdn- 
range SRP paper (ref. I), the elastic line intercept was 
calculated by using an empirical equation with constants 
determined from failure data alone. The updatd version 
presented herein is expected to reduce extrapolation 
errors in the determination of the elastic line intercept 
h u s e  the flow tests can be conducted at lower strain 
ranges than failure tests. 
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Figure 4.-Power-law relation . x d  to correlate Qvw h t a .  Lines u e  
pix=!!el, and intercept A at r = 1 sec is a function ot :o:al strain range. 

Fiure 1 .-Relation betwan total strain range and life for creep-fatigue 
cycles. Inelastic line intercept C' is determined from quation (3) and 
elastic line intercept B is determined from quation (5). 

cyclic strain rate softening 
andlor increasing hold time 

Figure 2.-Relation between inelastic and elastic strain ranges for creep- 
fatigue cycles. Cyclic strain-hardening coeffi 'ent K,, is a function of 
hold time and strain-rate-hardening characleristics of an alloy. 

Cyclk stnin rate softening 
andlor incrwslng hdd time 

Figure 3.-Relation between elastic wain range and life for creep- 
fatigue cycles. Variation in elastic line intercept is a function of hold 
time and atrun-rate-hudening chuactnistics of an alloy. 

Figux 5.-Relation between intercept of power-law equation and total 
strain range. 
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Figure 6.-Power law normalized on tolal strain range raised to suit~ble 
power, eliminating family of lines shown in figure 4. 



(a) I 

( h )  PP cycle. (c) CP cycle. 
(b) PC cycle. (d) CC cycle. 

Figure 7.-Generic SRP wave shapes used in this report. 

Figure 8.-Relatron between cyclic ~tram-hardening coefficient A',, and 
hold time for creep-fatigue cycles. Slope is negative for alloys 
exhibiting cyclic strain rate softening and positive for alloys 
exhibiting cyclic strain rate hardening. 

Figure 10.-Rcl-*ion between total and inelwic strain rmla. 

Figure 9.-.Relation between elastic strain range and hold h e .  Slope is 
negative for a!loys exh~biting cyclic strain rate softening and positive 
for alloys exhibiting cyclic stlain rate hardening. 
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Figure I 1  .--Relation b a w m  strain fraction F,, and hold timc. 

(a) PP correlation. 
(c) CP corrclat~on. 
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F~gurc 12.-Rclation bawrcn stress and hold time for creep-fatigue 
cycles. Slope of lines may be positive cr negative. 
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Figure 13.-Relation bclwcm inelaslic strain iangc and life for rtro-mean-strcss condition: alloy, AF2-IDA; terr.perr.ture, 760 'C. (Data from 
ref. 8.) 



Figure 14.-Relation between elastic stram range and life for PP cycles: 
alloy. AF2-IDA; tmpcrature. 760 'C. (Data from ref. 8.) 

Figure 15.-Relation between elastic and inelastic strain range for PP 
cycles: alloy, AF2-IDA; temperature, 760 'C. (Data from ref. 8.) 
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(a) PC correlation. 
(b) CP correlation. 
(c) CC correlation. 

Figure 16.-Relation between cyclic strain-hardening coeffic~ent and 
hold time for stress-hold cycles: alloy, AF2-IDA; temperature, 
760 'C. (Data from ref. 8.) 
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(a) PC correlation. 
(b) CP correlation. 
(c) CC correlation. 

Figurc 18.-Relstion between elastic strain range and hold time for 
stress-hold eycla: alloy. AF2-IDA; temperature. 760 'C. (Data from 
ref. 8.) 

(a) PC correlation. 
(b) CP correlation. 
(c) CC correlation. 

Figure 19.-Relation between strain fraction and hold time for stress- 
hold cycles: alloy. AR-IDA; temperature, 760 'C. (Data from 
ref. 8.) 



(a) PC correlation. 
(b) CP correlation. 
(c) CC correlation. 

Figure 20.-Rdation between stress and hold time for stress-hold 
cycles: alloy, 4F2-IDA; temperature, 760 *C. (Data from ref. 8.) 

Calculated life. cycles 

(a) Total-strain-range approach. 
(b) Inelastic-strain-range approach. 

Figure 21.-Life "predictions" of data used to establish stress-hold 
correlations: alloy, AF2-IDA; temperature, 760 'C. (Data from 
ref. 8.) 



(a) Total-strain-range approach. 
(h\ inelastic-strain- rang^ approach. 

." .- 
temperature. 7% 'C. 
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(a) PC correlation 
Ib) CP correlation. 

Figure 24.-Relation M w m  total and inelastic strain ran* for strain- 
hold cycles with PC and CP data combined: alloy. AF2-IDA: 
temperature. 760 'C. (Data from ref. 11 .) 
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(a) PC correlation. 
(b) CP correlation. 

F iure  25.-Rdation between elastic strain range and hold time for 
strain-hold cycles: alloy, Am-IDA; temperature. 760 'C. (Data from 
ref. 11.) 

(a) PC correlation. 
(b) CP correlation. 

Figure 26.-Relation betwan strain fraction and hold time for strain- 
hold cycles: alloy, AFZ-IDA; temperature, 760 'C. (Data from 
ref. 11.) 
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(a) PC correlation, compressive stress. 
(b) CP correlation. tensile stress. 
(c) PC correlation, nms range. 
(d) CP correlation. stress range. 

Figure 27.-Relation between stress and hold time for strain-hold 
cycles. (Data from ref. I I .) 



(a) Total-strain-range approach. 
(b) Inelastic-strPin-range approach. 

Figure 28.-Life "predictions" of data used to establish strain-hold 
relations: alloy, AFZIDA; temperature, 760 'C. (Data from ref. I I.) 
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(a) Total-strain-range approach. 
(b) Inelastic-strain-range approach. 

Figure 29.-Life predictons of strain-hold data from reference 12: 
alloy, AF2-IDA; temperature, 760 'C. 



(a) PP correlation. (c) CP correlation. 
(b) PC coxelation. (d) CC correlation. 

Figure 30.-Relation between inelastic strain range and lifc for zero-mean-stress condition: alloy, lnconel718; temperature, 650 'C. (Data from 
ref. 13, heat 6.) 
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Figure 31.-Relation between elastic strain range and life for PP cycles Figure 32.-Relation between elastic and in,-lastic strain ranges for PP 
and zero-mean-stress condition: alloy, Inconel 718; temperature, cycles: alloy, Inconel 718; temprature, 650 'C. (Data from ref. 13, 
650 'C. (Data from ref. 13, heat 6.) heat 6.) 



(a) PC correlation. 
(b) CP correlation. 
(c) CC correlation. 

(a) PC and CP correlations. 
(b) CC correlation. 

Figure 34.-Relation between elastic and inelastic strain ranges for 
strain-hold cycles: alloy, lnconel 718; temperature, 650 'C. (Data 
from ref. 13, heat 6.) 

Figure 33.-Relation between cyclic strain-hardening coefficient and 
hold time for strain-hold cycler: alloy. Inconel 718; temperature. 
650 'C. (Data from ref. 13, heat 6.) 



(a) PC correlation. 
(b) CP correlation. 
(c) CC correlation. 

Figure 35.-Relation between elastic strain range and hold time for 
strain-hold cycles: alloy, lnconel 718; temperature. 650 'C .  (Data 
from ref. 13, heat 6.) i0-4 C) _] 
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(a) PC correlation. 
(b) CP correlation. 
(c) CC correlation. 

Figure 36.-Relation between strain fraction and hold time for strain- 
hold cycles: alloy, lnconel 718; temperature, 650 'C. (Data from 
ref. 13. heat 6.) 



(a) PC correlation, compressive stress. (d) CP correla[~on, stress range. 
(b) PC correlation, stress range. (el CC correlation, tensile stress. 
(c) CP correlation, tensile stress. (f) CC correlation, stress range. 

Figure 37.-Relation betweeen ctl.ess and hold time for stram-hold cycles: alloy, lnconel 718; temperature, 650 Y'. (Data from ref. 13, heat 6.) 



Calculated life, cycles 

(a) Total-strain-range approach. 
(b) Inelastic-strain-ransc approach. 

Figure 3 8 . 4  ile "predictions" of data used to establish strain-inold 
relat~ons: alloy, lnconcl 718; temperature, 650 'C. (Data from 
ref. 13, heat 6.) 

/// 1 an l ile I of data I 

SE = 0.276 
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Calculated Ilfe, cycles 

(a) Total-st lain-range approach. 
(b) Inelastic-s~rrin-range approach. 

Figure 39.-L~fe prcdict~ons of strain-hold data from rcfcrencc 13 
(heats I and 2): alloy, lnconcl 718; temperature, 650 'C. 
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(a) Tolal-strain-rmgc approach. 
(b) Inelas~ic-strlin-range approach. 

Figure 40.-Life predictions of strain-hold data lrom rcfcrencc I ! : 
alloy, lnconcl 718; temperature, 650 'C. 

(a) Slrcss-hold cycles. AFZ-IDA, 560 'C. (Dala from ref. I ) . )  

(b) Stram-hold cycles. AF2-IDA. 760 'C. (Data lrom ref. I 1  ) 

(c) Strain-hold cycles. lnconcl 718, 650 'C. ,Data from ref. 13.) 

Fiyurc 41.-Calcula~ed versus obscrvcd valucr of elastic line Intercept 
for data used to dctcrminc life and flow rclationb. 
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